
Foreword 
 

Internal and international activities relative to preparation of the third directive were the 
most important events, which influenced daily life of the Office in 2006. This directive 
proposes to determine the time limit of the full liberalisation of the postal market on  
1st January 2009.  

In 2006 preparation of draft of the act on creation of the common regulatory office for 
the area of postal and telecommunication market continued.   

Personal changes in the management of the Office were other essential changes. In 
October 2006 the chairman of the Office resigned and in December 2006 in accordance with 
amendment of the act on civil service the post of the Head of Service Office. 

According to its mission, the Postal Regulatory Office by its activities supported 
creation of the market environment in the postal services area, i.e. fulfilment of the 
liberalisation policy and equality of the business conditions for all legal entities and at the 
same time to supervise the fulfilment of obligations of postal services providers against a 
wide public. Of course, the main aim of the activities of the Postal Regulatory Office in this 
year was the state regulation and the state supervision over provision of postal services. 

We believe that this report, which inform about the activities of the Postal Regulatory 
Office in 2006 will help to provide the public by an objective and independent information on 
activities results in the area of the regulation, state supervision as well as on economic results 
of the Office. 

 
 

Ing. Pavel Ďugel 
deputy chairman  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

1. Mission of the Postal Regulatory Office and its middle-time expectation 
 

Mission of the Postal Regulatory Office 
 

Directive 97/67/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 December 
1997 amended by Directive 2002/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 10 
June 2002, which completes the Directive 97/67/EC from point of view of further 
liberalisation of postal services market of the Community, (hereafter referred to as “Postal 
Directive”), in article 22 sets that each member state shall designate one or more national 
regulatory authorities for the postal sector that are legally separated from and operationally 
independent of the postal service operators. This recommendation of the Directive was 
implemented in national legislation - Act No. 507/2001 Coll. on Postal services as amended 
(hereafter referred as to “act on postal services”). 

The Postal Regulatory Office has been established on 1 January 2002 by the Act No. 
507/2001 Coll. on Postal services as the state administration body, domicile in Žilina, to 
perform state regulation of postal services, operating on the whole territory. 

Ministry of Transport, Posts and Telecommunications of the Slovak Republic (MTPT 
SR) is the establishing entity of the Postal Regulatory Office - Foundation charter No. 
2155/M-2001.  

The Postal Regulatory Office performs activities according to the act, generally binding 
legal rules, technical rules, technical standards, international agreements that are obligatory 
for the Slovak Republic and recommendations of the international organisations in the postal 
area. 

Mission of the Office is performance of the postal regulation activities according to the 
act: 

1. Permission of postal activities: 
• work out and announcement of the General Authorisation for providing postal 

services, 
• registration of the postal companies, 
• granting of the postal licence for provision of the universal service, 

• determination of the universal service scope and quality requirements for its provision. 

2. Regulation of the operating of the public postal network: 
• quality requirements for the public postal network, 
• access to the public postal network, 
• approval of postal terms for universal service provision,  
• regulation of the universal postal service provision and performing of the postal 

payment service, 
• decision on conditions of clearance and distribution of the postal items at the 

exceptional events time, 
• taking measures in the universal service for fulfilment of the basic needs of the 

population by the universal service and for development of the environment in 
accordance to the public needs. 

3. Activities in the field of prices, financing of the universal service, separated accounting 
system of costs and revenues: 
• setting of conditions for the universal service price regulation and the postal payment 

service,  



 

• decision making in the field of the universal service price regulation and the postal 
payment service,  

• determination of the scope of the price records, 
• determination of  the principles of price control, 
• execution of the price control and proceeding concerning violation of price discipline,  
• determination of the principles for costs and revenues registration of the universal 

service and for financing of the universal service, 
• provision of the information system for need of evaluation of the price evolution, price 

regulation, price control and proceedings concerning the violation of the price 
discipline. 

4. State supervision over provision of postal services: 
• controlling the fulfilment of the conditions for providing postal services under the act 

and the General Authorisation, and controlling the compliance of the postal 
reservation, 

• controlling the provision of the universal service, 
• price controlling concerning the postal charges for provision of the universal service 

and of the postal payment service, 
• controlling of inadmissible redistribution of the expenses and revenues, 
• controlling the separated accounting system,  
• ordering that ascertained deficiencies be removed, ordering to brake  the activities 

contrary to the act and issued authorisations, 
• supervision over harmonisation of the technical standards in the postal area, 
• performance of state statistical data collection concerning postal services provided by 

postal companies, 
• imposing penalties for the administrative offences and dealing with offences. 

5. International relations: 
• representation of the Slovak Republic in the European Committee for Postal 

Regulation  (CERP), 
• notification body in the field of the state regulation of postal services against the EU 

bodies, member states bodies and members of the European Free Trade Agency,  
• fulfilment of the regulatory obligations arising from the international agreements and 

EU legislation. 
 

As indicated above, the Postal Regulatory Office regulates business on the postal market 
and it operates as the regulatory authority ensuring the fulfilment of the liberalisation policy 
and equal business conditions for all business entities in given area. On the other hand it 
defines inevitable requirements for the universal postal service provider – holder of the postal 
licence, which have to be fulfilled relating to the wide public. At the same time the Postal 
Regulatory Office supervises the fulfilment of the business conditions on the postal market as 
well as the fulfilment of the obligations of postal services providers against the other business 
entities and against population and wide public. In case of failing in fulfilment of the 
obligations and conditions of postal services provision it has the right to ask to remove the 
deficiencies and it can impose penalties for administrative offences. This manner it protects 
the interest of postal services users. 

 
 
 



 

Middle-time expectation of the Postal Regulatory Office  
 

Postal Regulatory Office will push through new regulatory framework, directed at 
liberalisation in line with development of the internal market of EU directed at full opening of 
economic competition, respecting social and economic importance of postal services, at 
affordable prices for customer, quality, development and choice of services, transparency, 
legal surety for all postal services providers putting emphasis on the universal postal service. 
The regulatory framework adjusts regulation by uniform manner for all participants on the 
market and limits barriers defending entry to the national market.  

In the nearest future the Postal Regulatory Office should fulfil the tasks of its mission 
concerning the regulation of postal services in such a way, that the quality universal service 
would be assured, that it supports the activities leading to the liberalization of postal services 
market, to the possibility of the access to the public postal network and to the support of the 
measures concerning creation of the uniform internal market of postal services.  

One of the important tasks of the Postal Regulatory Office is updating of the proposal of 
the Office strategy in the regulation of postal services area owing to the recommendations of 
the Postal Directive. The directives determine abolition of the reservation (postal services 
reserved only for the universal service provider – Slovak post, joint-stock company), and total 
liberalisation in the EU countries on 1 January 2009 and at the same time amending of the 
legislation so as to allow the access of other postal operators to the public postal network.  

When the act on postal services become effective on 1 January 2002, the monopole of 
the Slovak post, state owned enterprise, concerning provision of postal services has been 
restricted and operation of private companies on postal services market has become legal. The 
basic objective of the Postal Regulatory Office is to regulate postal services market in such a 
way, that providers of services ensure customers oriented universal postal service of high 
quality, put into practice by means of the public postal network, reducing gradually the scope 
of the postal reservation. According to the amendment of the act on postal services in times of 
entry of the Slovak Republic in the European Union, on the 1st of May 2004, and according to 
the provisions of the Postal Directive the postal reservation was shorten, the scope of the 
universal postal service was changed and the important changes in the provision of the postal 
payment service were made.  

Important activities of the Postal Regulatory Office will be to continue solving 
accessibility of the public postal network, specification and improvement of quality 
requirements and parameters concerning density and accessibility of the public postal network 
access points by the quality standards and by designation of the exceptions from the universal 
service.  

Task of the Postal Regulatory Office in the area of technical standards for postal 
services is to assure setting of the quality standards for the universal postal service, providing 
the measurement of the quality by an independent body and according to the standardized 
conditions, to support harmonisation of the standards, assure that the universal service 
provider use the European standards according to the interest of the users and to determine the 
exceptions from the quality standards.  

In the area of economic regulation there will be necessary to accentuate transparent 
separated accounting system in accordance with requirements of the Postal Directive and of § 
22 of the act on postal services. At the same time it is necessary to get ready for changes 
resulting from the proposal of the new Postal Directive, first of all to find suitable mechanism 



 

for financing the universal service, which would replace abolished reserved services, with the 
aim to remain accessibility and price affordability of the universal service.  

In the state supervision area the controlling activities concentrated on quality and level 
of the provided universal service will become more intensive according go the changing 
conditions and needs of the public. 

One of the lasting tasks is to ensure evaluation and publication of handling complaints 
and petitions according to the Act No. 152/1998 Coll.  

In the international area on the meetings of the CERP the Postal Regulatory Office will 
participate in collaboration through exchange of information and best practices acquired by 
performance of its activities and it will take part in meetings of the working group of the 
Council of the EU for postal services. 

 In the future, the Postal Regulatory Office will have to actively react to the changes of 
EU legislation and recommendations in the postal services area and to conditions of formation 
of the competitive environment on the postal services market. 

The Postal Regulatory Office will support the direct cooperation in solution concerning 
interests of users, postal services providers and Postal Regulatory Office, with the aim to 
harmonise the attitude towards questions concerning regulated postal services area.  

In the middle-time horizon, according to the gradual liberalisation of the market, we can 
expect that the supervision area and handling complaints area will be strengthen and it will be 
necessary to solve influence of the legislative changes related to the liberalisation of the 
market.  

With the aim of improving the working conditions and mutual communication of the 
Postal Regulatory Office employees, the purpose of the executives was the reconstruction of 
the building on the 1. mája 16 street in such a way, that now all employees are placed in this 
building, including employees which were placed before on the street Na Šefranici 8. 

For provision of transparency of the Postal Regulatory Office economy, we will 
continue to publish the data of the budget according to the Act No. 211/2000 Coll. as well as 
the reports concerning use of the budget resources of the Office. 

One of the most important tasks of the Postal Regulatory Office is to ensure constant 
increase of the qualification of the employees at the professional as well as the general level. 
 
 
2. Activities of the Postal Regulatory Office  
 

According to the mission of the Postal Regulatory Office, its basic activities are state 
regulation of postal services, state supervision over provision of postal services and provision 
of the international relations in the postal services area at the regulatory authorities’ level.  
 

Area of the state regulation of postal services 
 
State regulation is:  

a) creation of conditions for establishing and maintaining the competitive environment on 
the postal market, 

b) setting general rules for providing postal services that are not subject to the postal 
reservation, 



 

c) putting up obligation for provision of the universal service and setting requirements for 
operating the public postal network, 

d) regulation of providing universal postal service and performing of the postal payment 
service, 

e) regulation of postal charges for providing the universal service and for the postal payment 
service. 

Operation of the Postal Regulatory Office in 2006 was characteristic by the fact, that the 
regulatory decisions (General Authorisation for providing postal services on 1st May 2005, 
registration of postal companies, postal licence issued by Decision No. 1248/001/2004 from 
17 August 2004, decisions on universal service prices and postal payment service), issued and 
announced by the Postal Office in 2002 and amended according to the act in 2004, operated 
on the market of postal services. 

 
     

Rozhodnutie podľa zákona č. 507/2001 Z.z. 
Decision according to the Act No. 507/2001 Coll. 

Počet vydaných rozhodnutí v roku 
2006 
Number of issued decisions in 2006 

Registrácia 
Registration 

2 

Zmena registrácie 
Modification of the registration 

3 

Ceny vnútroštátneho poštového styku 
Prices of the domestic postal service 

5 

Ceny medzinárodného poštového styku 
Prices of the international postal service 

2 

Uloženie pokuty 
Penalty imposing 

2 

 
 

In 2006 the following postal companies presented request for registration and afterwards 
were registered: 

SKYNET WORLDWIDE EXPRESS, s.r.o. Bratislava 13.10.2006 
KOLOS, s.r.o. Bratislava                                                                                            21.12.2006 

 

In 2006 the following changes of the registration of the postal companies were effected: 

Prvá doručovacia s.r.o. Bratislava 25.8.2006 
Železničná spoločnosť Slovensko a.s. Bratislava 18.9.2006 
TEN Expres Slovakia s.r.o. Banská Bystrica 27.9.2006 
 

In 2006 the registration of following postal company was abolished: 

M&G Spedition Bratislava s.r.o. 24.5.006 
 

At the end of 2006, the Postal Regulatory Office registers 19 postal companies, which 
provide postal services according to the General Authorisation. 

 

  



 

Číslo registrácie 
Registration number 

Názov podniku 
Name of the company 

Sídlo 
Place of residence 

1 UPS Slovak parcel service s.r.o. Bratislava 
2 IN TIME s.r.o. Bratislava 
3 DHL Expres Slovakia s.r.o. Bratislava 
4 Slovenská pošta a.s. Banská Bystrica 
5 TNT Expess Worldwide s.r.o. Bratislava 
6 Inspekta Slovakia s.r.o. Bratislava 
7 TEN Expres Slovakia s.r.o. Banská Bystrica 
8 NDŽ s.r.o. Žilina 
9 M&G Spedition Bratislava s.r.o. Bratislava 
10 Direct Parcel Distribution SK s.r.o. Bratislava 
11 ČSAD Invest Logistics s.r.o. Bratislava 
12 ReMax Courier Service s.r.o. Bratislava 
13 Lindbergh & Dachser a.s.  Bratislava  
14 GLS General Logistics Systems Slovakia s.r.o.  Zvolen 
15 Železničná spoločnosť Slovensko a.s.  Bratislava 
16 Prvá doručovacia s.r.o.  Bratislava 
17 Aramex CZ s.r.o.  Bratislava  
18 SKYNET WORLDWIDE EXPRESS, s.r.o. Bratislava 
19 KOLOS, s.r.o Bratislava 

 

The Postal Regulatory Office appointed the quality requirements for providing the 
universal service in the postal licence. In the framework of its developing projects, the 
universal service provider – Slovak post, joint-stock company, realises the postal network 
rationalisation by abolition of the inefficient post offices and mainly by replacement of the 
inefficient post offices by “Partner post office and motorised delivery”   

In 2006, the universal service provider submitted 17 proposals for rationalisation of the 
postal network – drafts of the changes of the contact and access points of the public postal 
network. The Postal Regulatory Office reviewed them and approved. In 2006 the universal 
service provider continued checking pilot projects concerning delivery centres. 

 
Návrh na racionalizáciu poštovej siete 
Proposition on postal network rationalisation 

Počet 
Number 

Prerokované návrhy/Negotiated propositions 17 
Odsúhlasené návrhy/Approved propositions 17 

Zriadenie novej podávacej pošty (poštového strediska) 
Creation of the new posting post office (postal counter) 

7 

Zrušenie pošty (poštového strediska) /Abolition of the post office (postal counter) 7 
Zriadenie novej pošty Partner/ Establishement of new „Partner post office“ 1 
Rekonštrukcia pošty /Reconstruction of the post office 1 
Zrušenie pošty Partner/Abolition of the „Partner post office“ 0 
Zmena charakteru pošty na podávaciu /Modification of the character of the post 
office (posting post office) 

1 

 
The Postal Regulatory Office negotiated and approved 4 propositions of the Slovak post, 

joint-stock company, concerning modifications and amendments of the postal terms and 
conditions, content of which are:  

• changes arising from modification of the postal payment service using the postal money 
orders type U, 



 

• changes concerning compensation of a damage in the field of international service, 
• changes relative to delivery of the items and to complaint procedures, 
• changes arising from the modification of the organisation.  

The Postal Regulatory Office performs the regulation of the postal charges according to 
§ 13 par. 1e) and par. 2c), § 18 par. 4 and § 21 of the act, according to § 4 par. 1, § 11 par.1 of 
the Act of the National Council of the Slovak Republic No. 18/1996 Coll. on Prices as 
amended and according to Decree of the Ministry of Finance No. 87/1996 Coll. as amended. 
This regulatory framework involves the transposition of the Postal Directive too. Only postal 
charges for providing the universal service in the scope of the granted postal licence and for 
provision of the postal payment service are subject of the regulation. The universal service 
provider is the regulated entity, at present it is the Slovak post, joint-stock company. 

In 2006, the price regulation policy of the Office was orientated towards application of 
regulatory measures arising from the national and European regulatory framework for 
prevention of discriminatory and non-transparent price making. The Office imposed to the 
regulated entity obligation to process and to submit regularly the cost calculation made by the 
costing model using ABC method. The accent was put on prevention of redistribution of the 
expenses between regulated and non-regulated services and of the cross subsides from the 
reserved area services was accentuated. The aim of the Office was to avoid price deformations 
through quality increase of inputs and allocation keys of the cost model. 

 On the base of Office requirements for audit of the costing model was in 2006 secured 
the verification of the universal service provider cost accounting by an independent auditor 
(Data Eko Audit Consul, ltd.) in terms of article 14 par. 3 of the Postal Directive. Also the 
input data and cost keys and drivers were verified.  

In the sense of obligation in article 14 par. 5 of the Postal Directive the Office has 
published the information about the compliance of cost accounting with this European 
legislation. 

At the price regulation the attention was devoted to economically non-justified costs that 
in not possible to involve to the prices and also the range of these costs has been extended 
over the frame of the Decree of the Ministry of Finance No. 87/1996 Coll. as amended. 

Realised regulatory measures were oriented on application of tariff principles set by 
European legislation mainly on cost-oriented prices, non-discrimination of price, service and 
customers and on price affordability including undiscriminating procedures at granting 
discounts for bulk mail senders. These measures direct to creating of transparency 
environment for effective pricing of postal charges. 

In 2006, the Postal Regulatory Office issued 2 decisions concerning the regulation of 
maximal prices and conditions of the price regulation of postal services in the field of the 
domestic service postal charges. In five cases the Office has investigated and accepted the 
proposal for technology and bulk discounts of regulated prices from which one was for 
international operation and four cases were for domestic postal charges. 

In 2006 the proposal to change the General Authorisation for providing postal services 
was submitted to the public. Its text was published in line with remarks.  

 
 
 

 
 



 

Area of the state supervision over provision of postal services  
 

State supervision over provision of postal services involves:  

a) controlling the fulfilment of the conditions for providing postal services under the act 
and the issued General Authorisation, 

b) controlling the observance of the postal reservation, 
c) controlling the provision of the universal service, 
d) checking the operation of the public postal network,  
e) ordering that ascertained deficiencies be removed, 
f) ordering to brake  the activities contrary to the act and issued authorisations, 
g) dealing with offences, administrative offences and imposing penalties, 
h) making decisions concerning complaints about the universal service provision, 
i) controlling separated accounting system of the universal postal service provider, 
j) controlling of observance of prohibition of restricted redistribution of the expenses and 

revenues between regulated and no regulated postal activities, 
k) setting of the price control principles, performing the price control of the postal charges 

for providing universal postal service and proceeding in case of violation of the price 
discipline, 

l) controlling of application of the European legislation measures concerning tariff 
principles,  

m) controlling of compliance of time limits and procedures in handling claims and handling 
complaints, 

n) assurance of implementation of recommendations and decisions of the international 
organisations in the area of postal standardisation, 

o) co-operation in creation of postal standards in accordance to international postal 
standardisation, 

p) performance of state statistical data collection concerning postal services provided by 
postal companies. 

 
Activities performed in framework of the state regulation are lasting activities.  

Performing the state regulation the Postal Regulatory Office observes the Act on Postal 
services, Act No. 10/1996 Coll. on Control in state administration, the Act No. 152/1998 Coll. 
on Complaints and internal guidelines of the Postal Regulatory Office, which elaborate these 
acts according to the conditions of the Office. 

In the area of state supervision over the provision of postal services in 2006 the 
following activities were performed: 

 
Controlling activity 

 
Controlling activity performed by the Postal Regulatory Office in 2006 was centred on 

controlling fulfilment of the conditions of postal services provision according to the act on 
postal services and to the General Authorisation, on controlling of the universal postal service 
provision, on controlling in the area of the prices and separated accounting system, 
observation of registration obligation and non-violation of the postal reservation. 

“Plan of controls – state supervision of the Postal Regulatory Office for 1st  and 2nd  half 
of year 2006” (hereafter referred to as “plan of controls”) was the basic document for 
performance of controlling activities. Plan of controls was elaborated on the basis of the 
requirements of individual units of the postal regulation department, results of examination of 



 

received complaints, claims and petitions, and it also took into account the results of the 
controls effected in the past period. Controls were oriented into the areas of possible 
occurrence of defects. 

 
Plánovaný počet kontrol v roku 2006 
Number of planed controls in 2006 

48 

Počet vykonaných kontrol v roku 2006 celkom 
Total number of controls effected in 2006 

43 

 z toho: 
out of which: 

 

 na základe poverenia na vykonanie kontroly 
on the bases of the authorisation to execute the control 

27 

 bez poverenia formou štátneho dohľadu 
without the authorisation by state supervision 

16 

Počet kontrol 
Number of controls 

43 

 pri ktorých boli zistené nedostatky a boli vypracované protokoly o vykonaní kontroly, 
resp. v zápisnici o prešetrení sťažnosti boli uložené opatrenia 
when the deficiencies were found out and the protocols on control results were 
elaborated or the measures to remove the ascertained deficiencies were set in record 
about handling complain 

 
 
3 

 bez zistených nedostatkov, vypracované boli záznamy o vykonaní kontroly, resp. 
zápisy z výkonu štátneho dohľadu 
when the deficiencies were not found out, the records on control results or report 
about stare supervision were elaborated   

 
39 

 Počet neukončených kontrol  
Number of non finished controls 

1 

Počet nevykonaných plánovaných kontrol 
Number of unexecuted planed controls 5 

 
There were 33 controls affected at the universal service provider, directed at: 

• time and territorial accessibility of the universal service and accessibility concerning 
information on the universal service according to the specification in the postal licence, 

• provision of the universal service and  postal payment service in the extent set in the 
postal licence, with bearing on the quality of delivery of registered items, whether after 
change of the character or abolition of the post office the scope and quality of the 
universal service is not reduced, 

• controls of quality of the universal service directed especially at: 

- delivery of recorded postal items, 
- posting of the postal money orders, 
- accessibility of information concerning the universal service according to the 

specification in the postal licence, 
- providing of the universal service at the places where the character of the post office 

was changed or where the post office was abolished to see, whether the scope and 
quality of the universal service is not reduced, 

- recording of the cross-border parcels and using of the posting labels. 

• controls related to complaints and claims handling – controls in this area were realized  in 
connection with complaints and claims handling and they were oriented at controlling of 
fulfilment of the measures imposed in record about handling complaints. 



 

• controls of keeping separated accounts – the controls in this area were oriented on:  

- correctness of revenues allocation to of the products or more precisely accounting of 
revenues on separated accounts and plausibility of products statistical data influencing  
the quality level of the input data of the costing model, 

- financing of the universal service and of the observance the prohibition of 
disadvantaging any postal service by redistributing costs and revenues between the 
regulated and non-regulated postal services in accordance with § 22 par. 1 of the act 
on postal services. 

• price controls were executed according to the Act No. 18/1996 Coll. on prices as amended 
and Decree of the Ministry of Finance No. 87/1996 Coll. as amended and these controls 
were oriented on: 

- in the domestic operation on checking the observance the price legislations, decisions 
and measures of the Office, checking the records for price regulation and evolution, 
mainly from the point of economically justified costs and appropriate profit, exclusion 
of the economically non-justified costs, keeping of the price discipline, correctness of 
the input data and allocation keys of the costing model of the regulated subject in 
connection with the prevention of the cross-subsidisation.  

- in the cross-border operation on checking the amount of the costs for provision the 
cross-border operation which is the input data for allocation of the costs of regulated 
postal service charges by the costing model for the year 2005. The compliance of 
economically justified costs and economically non-justified costs with the price 
legislation and timeliness of the Tariffs (part IV. Charges for the postal items and 
services of the cross-border operation and part V. Sending conditions) was checked. 

• controls of the measurement system of the postal services quality directed at: 

- measurement methodology of the transit time of 2nd class letters, 2nd class letters with 
service “registered” and  1st and 2nd class parcels, 

- checking of the measurement system and mode of execution of the measurement 
according to the standard STN EN 13850 annex C and annex E.   

• control of the statistical data collection - directed at recording of data required by the 
statistical data collection, at rightness and truthfulness of statistical data collection 
effected by the universal service provider, 

• measurement system of the transit time of postal items, by implementation of the STN EN 
13850 standard and observance of the approved methodology of the measurement of the 
transit time of 2nf class letters. The Postal Regulatory Office has determined in the postal 
licence to the universal service provider the quality indicator 94 % of the transit time D+2 
for domestic second-class letters. By measurement of this quality parameter on the whole 
territory of the Slovak Republic, on the sample of 6 593 letters, fulfilment of this 
parameter was 96,0 %, 

• performance and system of the state statistical data collection concerning the universal 
service provider, according to the Act No. 540/2001 Coll. on state statistics and to the 
Decree of the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic, which issues the Programme of 
the state statistical data collection for years 2006 - 2008.  

There were effected 10 controls in others postal or non-postal companies, focused in: 

• providing postal services in conformity with the act and the General Authorisation, 



 

• violation of the postal reservation, 
• provision of postal services which are subject to registration. 

Controlling the places without delivery service and places with irregular delivery – there 
were 234 places without delivery service and 462 places with irregular delivery checked in 15 
Regional Postal Centres. On the basis of complaints and other claims 8 controls were 
executed. One control was focused on fulfilment of measures imposed by previous control.             

On the basis of find out facts, in 3 cases the protocols on control results were elaborated, 
or the measures to remove the ascertained deficiencies were set in record about handling 
complain. After negotiation concerning the protocol on control results, the obligation to 
accept concrete measures to remove ascertained deficiencies and their causes in fixed time 
limit was imposed to the chairman of the controlled subject. These tasks were fulfilled. 

At 39 controls there were not find out any deficiencies. The record on control results or 
the report about state supervision were elaborated and sent to the controlled subject.  

Five planed controls were not effected. Their execution was postponed to the following 
period. 

Basic purposes of the individual control activities were accomplished. Obtained 
experiences from effectuated control activities were used in the provision of the state 
supervision in 2006 and they will be used in the draft of the control activities in 2007. 
 
Petition, complaints and other claims 

 
Authorisation and obligation of the Postal Regulatory Office to accept and handle 

complaints, petitions, incentives, proposals and other claims emerge from the Act No. 
152/1998 Coll. on Complaints, Act No. 242/1998 Coll. on Petition right and from the Act No. 
507/2001 Coll. on Postal services as amended. In complaints handling and investigating 
procedures the Postal Regulatory Office decided according to actual national legislation, 
postal conditions of individual postal companies, valid rules of the international postal service 
and internal guidelines issued by the Postal Regulatory Office. 

During the year 2006 the Postal Regulatory Office received 207 claims of which 1 
petition, 53 complaints and 153 incentives, appeals, inquires concerning the public postal 
network.  

      
Druh/počet podaní  
Kind/number of claims 

Petície 
Petition

Sťažnosti 
Complaints 

Iné podania 
Other claims 

Spolu 
Total 

Prijaté / Received 1 53 153 207 
Prešetrené / Examined 1 53 153 207 
Vybavené / Handled 

opodstatnené / justified 
1 44 143 188 

 opodstatnené / justified - 18 - 18 
 neopodstatnené / no justitied - 20 - 20 
 nebolo možné určiť opodstatnenosť 

it was not possible to assign if justified or not - 6 - 6 

V riešení / still handled 
odložené / postponed 

0 2 2 4 
Odložené / postponed 0 1 0 1 
Postúpené na vybavenie inému orgánu 
Proceeded to be settled by another body 0 6 8 14 

 
 



 

Evaluation of received petitions. 

Received petition had a character of an appeal. It contained appeal for revaluation of 
post office abolition. The petition was handled according to the act on petition right.  

Evaluation of received complaints. 

Complaints were handled in time limits according to the act on complaints. All 
complaints, which handling did not need cooperation with other administration body were 
handled in the time limit of 30 days. 38 complaints were received directly, 15 complaints 
were transferred to the Postal Regulatory Office from another public administration body 
(MTPT SR, Slovak trade inspection, Antimonopoly Office). 33 complaints were delivered in 
written form, 7 by phone, 11 by e-mail,1 by fax and 1 was delivered personally. Any 
complaint was not anonymous, 7 complaints were repeated, 51 complaints were against the 
universal service provider - Slovak post, joint-stock company, two complaints reflected 
dissatisfaction with handling of complaint by the Postal Regulatory Office. 

Six complaints were proceeded to be handled to another body, three to the Slovak trade 
inspection and three to the Slovak post, joint-stock company. Subject of the proceeded 
complaints was: 

• dissatisfaction with provision of non postal services – SIPO (system of regular payment 
collection), concessionary charges, delivery of newspapers, 

• non delivery of the item to the addressee in foreign country, 
• delivery of the complaint in duplicity to the Office and to the Slovak post, joint-stock 

company, which started handling. 

From total number of handled complaints, there were 18 justified complaints, subject of 
which was: 

• dissatisfaction with result of handling complaint; 
• non professional approach of the employees to the users of postal services and their 

competence, 
• closing of the post office during the working hours, 
• insufficient territorial accessibility of postal services, 
• unacknowledged amount of indemnification, 
• violation of the postal terms and conditions by the Slovak post, joint-stock company, 

mainly: 
- late delivery of the postal items, 
- loss, damage and shortage of content of the postal items of domestic and international 

service, 
- dissatisfaction with delivery of recorded items – non delivery of the notice about 

deposit of the item, 
- delivery of the postal items to the infringing recipient. 

From total number of handled complaints, there were 20 no justified. Subject of no 
justified complaints was: 

• non satisfactory time and territory accessibility of postal services,  
• dissatisfaction with complaint procedure, 
• delivery of recorded items, 
• dissatisfaction with amount of indemnification, 
• non delivery or error in delivery of the postal item. 



 

Submission of non-justified complaints to the Postal Regulatory Office was caused by 
ignorance of the postal terms and conditions, requirements for the quality of the universal 
service or of the act on postal services by the postal services users.  

 
Evaluation of others received claims. 

Others claims, which were handled by the Office during the year 2006 can be divided 
into two groups: 

a) complaints of the physical and legal persons concerning the universal postal service 
provision (in number of 90), 

b) complaints concerning the universal service provider and the public postal network (in 
number of 63).  

From total number of complaints there were 72 complaints received directly, 11 
complaints were transferred to the Office from MTPT SR, and 7 from other administration 
bodies. From point of view of the mode of delivery, there were 50 complaints delivered in 
written form, 38 by e-mail, 1 by fax and 1 and was delivered personally. 

Handled claims had a form of incentives, appeals, inquires etc. Their subject was: 

• request of information concerning postal services provision and postal terms and 
conditions, 

• dissatisfaction with delivery of the recorded items, 
• request of information concerning regulated prices, 
• violation of postal reserved services by other postal company, 
• demand of check-up the unsatisfactory time and territory  accessibility of postal services, 
• request of information concerning the act on postal services and business activities in 

postal services, 
• dissatisfaction with process and result of complaint procedure, 
• dissatisfaction with prices of postal services in connection with Czech republic. 
 

Štruktúra  podaní podľa ich vybavenia
Structure of the claims according to handling

188

14

Vybavené/Handled Postúpené/Proceeded

 

 



 

On the basis of facts find out by state supervision in 2006, the Postal Regulatory Office 
took measures to improve the conditions of the universal postal service provision: 

1. System measures 

• proposals to change the measures of the postal terms and conditions of postal services 
– all proposals submitted by the Office were or will be realised by amendment of the 
postal terms and conditions, 

• amendment of regulation of the Postal Regulatory Office on principles of the costs and 
revenues account records of the universal service provider  and of the universal service 
financing, 

2. Operative measures 

• more precise analytical accounting of revenues of the postal products including 
provided discounts, elimination of inexactness in presentation of real revenues and 
more precise statistical rates concerning individual postal products, 

• to review again how the complaints concerning the payment of the compensations to 
the claimant were handled by the Slovak post, joint-stock company,  

• to assure that the employees of the post providing postal services observe the 
technological procedures, 

• to assure better information concerning postal services provision at post offices,  
• delivery of the postal items to the right addressee, 
• delivery of the postal items in accordance with the granted postal licence, 
• retraining of employees answerable for observation of the postal terms and conditions 

and of technological process while posting and delivery of the postal items. 
 

Consumer satisfaction research was realised with the aim to find out viewpoints of the 
participants in the postal services market. Questionnaires were sent to postal companies as 
well as to claimants. 
 
Administrative offences and violation 

 
The Postal Regulatory Office according to the act on postal services, the Act No. 

71/1967 Coll. on Administrative Proceedings (Code of Administrative Procedure) as amended 
and to the Act No. 372/1990 Coll. on Offences as amended shall impose penalties for 
violation of valid regulations and it deals with offences in the area of postal activities. 

Elucidating of offences is performed by the Postal Regulatory Office, generally in 
cooperation with other state administration bodies, communities and bodies active in penal 
proceeding. Offences are dealt in accordance with general regulations on offences. 

In 2006 there were solved especially cases concerning violation of registration 
obligation while providing postal services, providing postal services in conflict with General 
Authorisation and unauthorized provision of postal services which are subject of postal 
reservation. Generally, the facts found out in the framework of activities of the Postal 
Regulatory Office and facts detected during examination of notices received from physical 
and legal persons were incentives of proceedings. Overview of offences in the area of postal 
services and overview of decisions concerning administrative proceedings in 2006 are 
indicated in following tables:   

 

 



 

Druh priestupku / Kind of offence 
Počet celkom 
Total number 

Spôsob vybavenia / Počet 
Mode of handling / Number 

Poškodenie poštovej schránky 
Damage of the letter box 9 

Uloženie / Infliction / 5 
Odloženie / Default / 1 
Uloženie sankcie (upustenie) / 1 
Infliction of a fine / 1 
V riešení / Is solving / 2 

Neoprávnené použitie textového alebo 
grafického označenia používaného vo 
verejnej poštovej sieti bez súhlasu 
poskytovateľa univerzálnej služby / 
Unauthorized use of text or graphical 
identification used in the public postal 
network without approval of the 
universal service provider 

 
3 

Uloženie / Infliction / 2 
Odloženie / Default / 0 
Uloženie sankcie (upustenie) / 1 
Infliction of a fine / 1 

 

Neodovzdanie nájdenej poštovej 
zásielky 
Retain of found postal item 

2 

Uloženie / Infliction / 0 
Odloženie / Default / 2 
Uloženie sankcie (upustenie) / 0 
Infliction of a fine / 0 

 

 

Rozhodnutia / Decisions  Počet / Number Výška sankcie (v Sk) /Amount of a fine (in Sk) 

Vydané / Issued  2 15 000 

Právoplatné / Valid 2 30 000 

 

Standardization 

 
The Postal Regulatory Office carries out activities concerning the postal standardization 

on the bases of the articles 16, 17, 18 and 20 of the Postal Directive. 
These activities involve: 

• standardisation of processes, requirements and measures especially in connection with 
quality of the universal service - e.g. specification and up-dating of the Requirements for 
quality of the universal service, which are the annex of the Postal licence (quality 
standards, exceptions from the universal service), designation of principles, rules and 
national conditions for the measurement methodology of quality of the universal service 
etc.), 

• state supervision over implementation of the European standards (EN) in the area of 
quality of the universal service, 

• technical standardisation in the area of postal services. 

In the area of technical standardisation the Postal Regulatory Office is aimed at 
verification, revision and changes of the initial standards (STN) and at tasks of international 
standardization cooperation. 

In 2006 the Postal Regulatory Office effected revision of validity of STN in the area of 
postal services and on its bases executed changes of STN 01 0141 Terminology of postal 



 

service, which was after marking up proceeding accepted by Slovak Institute for Technical 
Standardisation (SUTN) to be issued in 2007. 

The Postal Regulatory Office in cooperation with European Commission for 
Standardisation (CEN) carries out activities in the area of postal standardisation concerning 
creation and making comments of the European standards by: 

• contractual provision of the official mandate from the SUTN to execute the activity of the 
international collaboration with commission CEN/TC 331 postal services, 

• nomination of two experts for working group WG 1 – quality of service, which is part of 
the commission CEN/TC 331 postal services, 

• making comments and revision of EN drafts: 

– proposal of revision of EN 14012 Postal services. Quality of service. Measurement of 
complaints and settlement of remuneration procedures (Principles of complaints 
(claims) handling ), 

– proposal of revision of EN 13850:2002 Postal services. Quality of service. 
Measurement of the transit time end-to-end services for single piece priority mail and 
1st class mail, 

– proposal of prEN 15511 Postal services. Quality of service. Information available on 
postal services, 

• making comments of translation of documents CEN into Slovak language: 

– EN 13850 prA1, EN 14508 prA1, EN 14534 prA1, TS 14709, prEN 15511, 

• working up position to 2 resolutions CEN, 

• creation of  European standards databases, drafts of European standards, technical reports, 
technical specifications and other CEN documents concerning the postal services area, 

• study of listed documents and selection of documents suitable for application in 
standardization activities in national conditions of the Slovak Republic, 

• application EN in national conditions of the Slovak Republic, 
• collaboration in processing of proposals concerning approach and tasks of the postal 

standardisation, 
• cooperation with European Commission (EK), Universal Postal Union (UPU), CERP in 

postal standardization area – 5 questionnaires were elaborated. 
 
Quality 
 

The Postal Regulatory Office determined standards of fulfilment of the timeliness for 
transport of postal items of the universal service to the universal service provider. The 
universal service provider is obliged to ensure execution of measurement of quality by an 
independent body to prove fulfilment of the quality standards. 

Results of measurement of the transit time of the 1st and 2nd class letters: 

Druh zásielky Lehota Norma kvality v %  Výsledky merania v % 

Listy 1. triedy D+1 96,0 96,5 

Listy 2. triedy D+2 94,0 96,0 



 

Plnenie normy kvality času dopravy listových zásielok
Fulfilment of the quality standard of transit time of letter items
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Results of measurement of the transit time of the 1st and 2nd class parcels: 

Druh zásielky Lehota Norma kvality v %  Výsledky merania v % 

Balíky 1. trieda D+2 95,5 98,8 

Balíky 2. trieda D+3 95,5 98,1 

 
 

Plnenie normy kvality času dopravy balíkov
Fulfilment of the quality standard of transit time of parcels
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State statistics in post 
 
According to the Act No. 540/2001 on state statistics and to the regulation of the 

Statistical Office of the Slovak republic issuing the Program of state statistical data collection 
in 2006 - 2008, the Postal Regulatory Office elaborated and submitted for approval and 
registration to the Statistical Office of the Slovak republic proposal of the state statistical data 
collection in the postal area for year 2007: 

• Semi-annual statement on postal network, 
• Semi-annual statement on postal services and postal payment service, 
• Semi-annual statement on some indicators of postal service quality, 
• Semi-annual statement on financial indicators of postal companies. 

Elaborating and updating the statistical statements, the Postal Regulatory Office 
respected its own needs and requirements of the international institutions with the aim to 
insure harmonisation of the statistical data collection with the international statistical data 
collections organised and executed by the international institutions: 

– European statistical office - Eurostat, 
– Universal Postal Union - UPU, 
– European Commission – EC,  
– European Committee for Postal Regulation - CERP. 

The Postal Regulatory Office acquired, handled, verified, and summarised provided 
statistical data in the postal area for analytical and decision-making needs, for needs of the 
execution of the state administration in the postal area, for needs of the others state 
administration bodies and international institutions, for needs of statistical domestic and 
international publications, for publication on the internet web-site of the Office and for the 
public. 
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Area of the international relations  
 
International relations belong to the permanent activities of the Postal Regulatory 

Office. 

The Postal Regulatory Office joins regularly the activities of the CERP. In 2006 two 
representatives of the Office participated in the CERP Plenary Meeting in Oslo (Norway), 
where especially the question of the real necessity of the liberalization of the postal market 
was discussed. Participants spoke about UPU Strategy Conference in Dubai, the results of 
surveys which were effected in 2006 by the CERP projects teams, PostEurop and Eurostat 
were evaluated.   

In the framework of the Committee for collaboration of the CERP, during the plenary 
meeting in Madrid (Spain) the programme was devoted to exchange of information and 
experiences in the area of price regulation, access to the universal service for bulk-mail 
mailers and to the regulatory framework of Spain. Representatives of private postal operators 
informed about activities and conditions of functioning on partially liberalized market. 

Also in 2006 the Office participated in work of the Postal Directive Committee, which 
execute its activity according to article 21 of the Postal Directive. The main task of the 
Committee meetings was preparation of the third Postal Directive considering application of 
the Directive 2006/123/ES on internal market services, first of all application of the universal 
postal service, its financing, access to the public postal network, abolition of the postal 
reservation and impact of full liberalisation on the postal services market as well as 
implementation of CEN standards, and statistics in the postal sector.  

The Office cooperated on solution of the studies of the European Commission “The 
impact on universal service of the full market accomplishment of the postal internal market” 
and “Main developments in the postal sector (2004 – 2006”, results of which were used in 
preparation of the new Postal Directive. 

 
Other activities  

 
The Postal Regulatory Office worked out for MTPT SR viewpoints and comments 

concerning the legislation documents in legislation procedure (proposal of the decree of the 
government on unfair practices), as well as viewpoints concerning proposal of the EU 
Directive on services in the Internal Market, the EU Directive 2000/84/EC on summer time 
arrangements and of EU studies (“The impact on universal service of the full market 
accomplishment of the postal internal market” and  “Main developments in the postal sector 
(2004 – 2006”). 

The Office drew up the background papers for survey of postal services sector – 
identification of future development directions, by means of questionnaire submitted by 
Group for strategic planning of the UPU. 

The Postal Regulatory Office provided presentation of the Slovak post, joint-stock 
company, relating to the mode of accounting of terminal duties for letters between EU 
countries by implementation of the system “REIMS II – East” in remuneration of obligatory 
delivery of cross-border postal items. 

The Postal Regulatory Office worked out answers:  

• for questionnaire of the economic project group CERP - “Universal Service and its 
Financing”,  



 

• within the framework of CERP cooperation – for Turkey relating to controlling of 
separated accounting of the universal service provider, for Estonia relating to legislation 
changes of the postal tariff rates of items for army, for English regulator POSTCOM 
concerning financial  compensation of customers, for Austria, Slovenia, Suisse and  
Croatia answers concerning special tariffs, exemptions from daily delivery, newspapers 
and periodical items, costs to effective provision of the universal service, radioactive 
materials sent by post, etc.,  

• for the legal office Nechala & Co. in the matter of the postal reservation, of experience 
needed for qualification for provision of postal services and standpoint concerning form 
and content of the address,  

• for legal office Čechova & partners in the matter of hybrid post, 
• for legal office JUDr. Danko concerning Postal terms and conditions and regulation on 

complaints, 
• within the framework of  interoperation of public administration, answer to supervisor 

of Trenčín concerning violation of the act on public procurement, 
• for the universal service provider in the matter of postal payment service in relation to 

execution of bank activities of UNIKASA service respective hybrid post, 
• for Prva doručovacia, Ltd. in the matter of nature of postal services and of hybrid 

service, 
• for German representative in the matter of postal services, postal reservation and postal 

licence, 
• for questionnaire  Cost study of the Project team UPU for terminal dues,  
• standpoint related to research projects of the MTPT SR – proposal of problematic areas 

in solving questions concerning application of price regulatory method “Price cap”, 
• comments for members of the Postal Directive Committee concerning provision of 

postal services, 
• standpoints concerning methodologies of measurement of transit time of individual 

kinds of items of the universal postal service. 
 
 

3. Budget of the organisation 
 
Budget of the Office in 2006 was 10 914 thousands SKK, divided into part current 

expenditure in amount of 9 914 thousands SKK and capital expenditure in amount of 1 000 
thousands SKK.  

In the budget of the Office in 2006, there were not fixed any revenues. 

During the year, on the basis of the budgetary arrangements of the Ministry of Finance 
of the Slovak Republic (MF SR) and on the incentive of the Office, there were effected 2 
budgetary arrangements, which allowed the Office to exceed the expenditure limits in 
categories 710, 610 and 620, and 4 budgetary arrangements which allowed transfer of the 
budget means between categories of the economic classification. Adjusted budget of the 
Office was 11 853 thousands SKK. 

 

 

 

 



 

Vývoj plnenia rozpočtu v roku 2006 
Drawing of the budget in 2006 

v Sk/ in SKK                                                                                                                                                       

Ukazovateľ 
Indicator 

Štvrťrok 
Qtr. 

Rozpočet 
Budget 

 

Upravený 
rozpočet 
Adjusted 
budget 

 

Skutočnosť 
kumulatívne  

Reality 
cumulative 

Skutočnosť 
v jednotlivých 
štvrťrokoch 

Reality by Qtr. 
 

% 
z ročného 
rozpočtu 

% of the year 
budget 

I. 476 476 - 

II. 476 0 - 

III. 976 500 - 

Príjmy 
Revenues 

IV. 

0 0 

15 976 15 000 - 

I. 1 355 282 1 355 282 11,43 

II. 3 534 269 2 178 987 18,38 

III. 5 586 174 2 051 905 17,31 

Výdavky 
Expenditures 

IV. 

10 914 
000 

11 853 000 

11 323 565 5 737 391 48,40 

    
 

 Revenues  
 
Revenues were not fixed in the budget. Real revenues in 2006 were 15 976,00 SKK and 

come from: 

− overpayment of the creation of the social fund in 2005 in amount of  65,00 SKK, 
− credit note from prepayment statement from 2005 in amount of  411,00 SKK, 
− penalty for infraction of regulation in the postal activities area in amount of  

15 500,00 SKK. 
 

Expenditures  
 
Spending of the budget in 2006 represents 11 324 thousands SKK, which is 95,53%.  

529 thousands SKK of the given limit were not spent (in it 529 thousands SKK of current 
expenditures, capital expenditures were spent in full amount).  

The structure of expenditures according to individual categories is following:  
 
Current expenditures 

 
Current expenditures were spent in amount of 9 599 thousands SKK, which represents 

94,77%. 
 
Wages, salaries and other personal adjustments 

 
Wages, salaries and other personal adjustments represent the biggest part of the current 

expenditures which were spent according to the adjusted budget in amount of 5 226 000 SKK, 
i.e. 100% of the annual budget. 

 
 
 



 

Insurance fees and employer’s contributions 
 
Spending of expenditures in this category represented 1 852 thousands SKK, which was 

100 %. Spending according to the individual categories is indicated in the table: 

 
Poistné a príspevok zamestnávateľa do poisťovní 

Insurance fees and employer’s contributions to insurance companies 
 

 v Sk/ in SKK                                                                                                                                                   

Ukazovateľ/Indicator  
Rozpočet 
Budget 
2006  

Skutočnosť 
Reality 
 2006 

Poistné do zdravotných poisťovní 
Insurance fees to the health insurance companies 514 814 514 814 

v tom:  Všeobecná zdravotná poisťovňa 
in it:     General health insurance company 276 128 276 128 

             Spoločná zdravotná poisťovňa 
Common health insurance company 212 802 212 802 

             ostatné zdravotné poisťovne 
others health insurance companies 25 884 25 884 

Poistné do sociálnej poisťovne  
Insurance fees to the social insurance company 1 229 231 1 229 225 

Doplnkové dôchodkové poistenie 
Additional pension insurance 107 955 107 955 

Poistné spolu 
Total insurance 1 852 000 1 851 994 

 

Goods and services 
 
Finances in the category goods and services were spent in amount of 2 381 thousands 

SKK, which represents 83,74%.  

Spending in the category travel expenditures represented 339 thousands SKK, where 
inland travel expenditures were 66 thousands SKK and foreign travel expenditures were 273 
thousands SKK. 

Inland business trips were effected with a view to fulfil the tasks of the state supervision 
over provision of postal services. 

In 2006 there were effected 5 foreign business trips. Detailed evaluation of the foreign 
business trips shows the table below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     



 

 
Miesto konania 

Place 
Dátum 
Date 

Účel cesty 
Purpose  

Počet  
účastníkov 
Number of 
participants 

Náklady  
(v Sk) 

Expenditure 
(SKK)  

1. 
Brusel, Belgicko Brussels, 

Belgium 
27.4.2006 

rokovanie s EK  
consultation with EK 

1 21 328,94 

2. 
Oslo, Nórsko  
Oslo, Norway 

 
10.-13.5.2006 

plenárne zasadnutie 
CERP / plenary 

meeting of CERP 
2 70 367,94 

 
3. 

Brusel, Belgicko 
Brussels, Belgium 

7.6.2006 

zasadnutie Výboru pre 
poštovú smernicu 

Meeting of the Postal 
Directive Committee 

1 29 682,08 

 
4. 

Amsterdam, Holandsko 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 

10.-12.10.2006 POSTEXPO 4 69 937,49 

5. 
Madrid, Španielsko 

 Madrid, Spain 
26.-30.11.2006 

plenárne zasadnutie 
CERP / plenary 

meeting of CERP 
2 79 943,20 

Náklady spolu / Total Expenditures 272 570,68 

 

The highest spending of finances in category goods and services is caused by expenses 
on education, courses and workshops in amount of 79 thousands SKK, general services 
(cleaning, translation services, edition of annual report) in amount of 256 thousands SKK, 
special services in amount of 102 thousands SKK, expenses on food of employees in amount 
of 165 thousands SKK and subsidies to social found in amount of 62 thousands SKK. 
Overview of amount of expenses on goods and services are indicated in the table and the 
graph: 

 
 v  Sk / in SKK                                                                                                                                                                

Ukazovateľ 
Indicator 

Skutočnosť 
Reality  
2005 

Rozpočet 
Budget 
2006 

Skutočnosť 
Reality 
 2006 

Tovary a služby 
Goods and services 

2 376 702,54 2 844 000 2 381 464,55 

v tom: 
in it: 

   

Cestovné náhrady 
Travel expenditures 

298 210,79 352 571 339 237,68 

Energie, voda a komunikácie 
Energy, water and communications 

576 471,80 625 000 525 543,90 

Materiál  
Material 

528 242,20 504 218 425 037,90 

Dopravné 
Transport expenditures 

159 967,45 182 782 141 192,72 

Rutinná a štandardná údržba 
Groovy and standard maintenance 

165 169,50 256 229 188 935,40 

Nájomné za prenájom 
Rent for location 

7 015,20 22 000 21 300,50 

Služby 
Services 

641 625,60 901 200 740 216,45 

 



 

Tovary a služby
Goods and services

13%

24%

22%
7%

7%
0%

27%

Cestovné náhrady / Travel
expenditures

Energie, voda a komunikácie /
Energy, water and communications

Materiál / Material

Dopravné / Transport expenditures

Rutinná a štandardná údržba /
Groovy and standard maintenance

Nájomné za prenájom / Rent for
location

Služby / Services

 

Current transfers 
 
Means of this category were planed in amount of 206 thousands SKK and 139 

thousands were spent, which is 67,63 % of the annual budget. Current transfers were used for 
payment of membership fee in amount of 1 thousand SKK to SANET, which services are 
used for provision of access of the Office to internet network. Sickness benefit of employees 
represented 3 000 SKK, for provision of compensation because of termination of civil service 
employment according to § 40, par. 2b) of the Act No. 312/2001 Coll. on Civil service as 
amended, 136 thousands SKK were paid out. 

  
Capital expenditures 

 
Capital expenditures were planed in amount of 1 725 thousand SKK and were spent in 

compliance with register of investments of the MF SR for partial reconstruction and 
modernisation of understairs of the Office on the 1. mája 16 street in total amount of 1 725 
thousands SKK.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Prehľad o plnení verejného rozpočtu za rok 2006 podľa položiek ekonomickej klasifikácie 
Overview of fulfilment of the budget in 2006 according to the categories of the economic 

classification 
   

Názov položky / Category 

Schválený 
rozpočet 

Approved 
budget 

Upravený 
rozpočet  
Adjusted 
budget 

Skutočnosť  
Reality       

Plnenie  
v %  

Fulfilment 
 in % 

Príjmy 
Revenues 0 0 15 976 - 

Výdavky 
Expenditures 10 914 000 11 853 000 11 323 565 95,53 

v tom  
in it: 

    

Bežné výdavky 
Current expenditures 9 914 000 10 128 000 9 598 777 94,77 

v tom 
in it: 

    

Mzdy, platy, služobné príjmy a OOV 
Wages, salaries and OPA 

5 068 000 5 226 000 5 226 000 100,00 

Poistné a príspevok zamestnávateľa do poisťovní 
Insurance fees and employer´s contributions 

1 766 000 1 852 000 1 851 994 100,00 

Tovary a služby 
Goods and services 

2 980 000 2 844 000 2 381 465 83,74 

v tom: cestovné náhrady 
 in it:   travel expenditures 

580 000 352 571 339 238 96,22 

  energie, voda a komunikácie 
  energie, water and communications 

625 000 625 000 525 544 84,10 

  materiál / material 386 000 504 218 425 038 84,30 

  dopravné / transport expenditures 189 000 182 782 141 193 77,25 
  rutinná a štandardná údržba 

groovy and standard maintenance 
335 000 256 229 188 935 73,74 

  nájomné za prenájom 
rent for location  

10 000 22 000 21 301 96,82 

  služby / services 855 000 901 200 740 216 82,14 
Bežné transfery 
Current transfers 100 000 206 000 139 318 67,63 

v tom: členské príspevky 
in it: member contributions 

10 000 10 000 1 000 10,00 

na odstupné 
retirement benefit 

0 136 000 135 780 99,84 

nemocenské dávky 
sickness benefits 

90 000 60 000 2 538 4,23 

Kapitálové výdavky 
Capital expenditures 1 000 000 1 725 000 1 724 788,70 99,99 

v tom: software 
in it: software 

50 000 0 0 0 

rekonštrukcia a modernizácia (zdroj 111) 
reconstruction and modernisation (resource 111)  

930 000 1 000 000 999 788,70 99,98 

rekonštrukcia a modernizácia (zdroj 131) 
reconstruction and modernisation (resource 131) 

0 725 000 725 000,00 100,00 

rekonštrukcia a modernizácia VT 
reconstruction and modernisation  

20 000 0 0 0 

 
 



 

Výdavky na štátnu reguláciu poštových služieb a poštových sadzieb a výkon štátneho 
dohľadu za rok 2006 

Expenses on state regulation of postal services and postal charges and execution of 
state supervision in 2006 

Expenses on the most important activities in the postal services regulation area are 
mentioned in the table: 

                                                                                                                                 
Výdavky 

Expenditures 
Najvýznamnejšie aktivity v oblasti poštových služieb 

The most important activities in the postal services area 
 v Sk / in SKK v % / in % 

 
Rozhodnutia o poštových licenciách 
Decisions on postal licences 0,00 0,0 

Štátna 
regulácia  

Rozhodnutia o všeobecnom povolení 
Decisions on general authorisation 194 492,16 2,0 

State 
regulation 

Rozhodnutia o registráciách 
Decisions on registrations 68 072,26 0,7 

  
Rozhodnutia o regulácii poštových sadzieb 
Decisions on regulation of postal charges 777 968,64 8,0 

 
Poskytovanie univerzálnej služby 
Universal service provision 1 001 634,62 10,3 

 
Kvalita univerzálnej služby 
Universal service quality 466 781,18 4,8 

  
Prešetrovanie sťažností, petícií a podaní  
Handling complaints, petitions and claims 1 507 314,24 15,5 

 
Dodržiavanie poštových podmienok 
Observation of postal conditions 690 447,17 7,1 

Štátny 
dohľad 

Realizácia správnych konaní 
Realization of administration proceedings 175 042,94 1,8 

State 
supervision  

Cenová kontrola poštových sadzieb 
Price control of postal charges 836 316,29 8,6 

  
Kontrola poskytovania poštových služieb 
Control of postal services provision 1 147 503,74 11,8 

  
Vytváranie informačného systému o cenách 
Creation of information system of prices 408 433,54 4,2 

  
Vytváranie informačného systému o sieti UO 
Creation of information system of UO network  797 417,86 8,2 

  
Vytváranie informačného systému o STN-EN 
Creation of information system of STN-EN 97 246,08 1,0 

  
Aplikácia EN v podmienkach SR 
Application of EN in conditions of SR 184 767,55 1,9 

 
Aktivity k CERP 
Activities concerning CERP 272 289,02 2,8 

Medzinárodné 
vzťahy 

Aktivity k Európskej komisii, štúdie 
Activities concerning European Commission 155 593,73 1,6 

International 
 relations 

Aktivity k UPU, bilaterálne vzťahy, štúdie 
Activities concerning UPU, bilateral relations, studies 77 796,86 0,8 

 Iné aktivity 
 

Spolupráca pri tvorbe STN-EN 
Collaboration on creation of STN-EN 194 492,16 2,0 

Other  
Štatistické zisťovanie 
Statistical data collection 476 505,79 4,9 

 activities 
Stanoviská, podklady, dotazníky 
Viewpoints, basis, questionnaires 194 492,16 2,0 

Spolu / Total   9 724 608 100,0 
 

 



 

Expenses on state regulation of postal services and postal charges and execution of state 
supervision in 2006 represented aprx. 86% of total expenses of the Office. The rest 
represented expenses on activities of the Office related to the management of the Office, 
personal affaires, juridical affaires, control activities, international relations, economic agenda 
and gestion of means etc. 

 

Výdavky na hlavné aktivity v oblasti poštových služieb
Expenditures on main activities in the postal service area

26%

58%

7%
9%

Štátna regulácia/State regulation Štátny dohľad/State supervision

Medzinárodné vzťahy/International relations Iné aktivity/Other activities

 
 
Evaluation of the program objectives fulfilment  
 
In 2006 there were following objectives of the Office: 

Objective No. 1:  To obtain determined percent of handled claims which do not require 
participation of other body in time limit of 30 days from total number of claims received from 
postal companies, with the aim to ensure more effective execution of state administration in 
the area of state regulation of postal services and state supervision over the postal service 
market. 
 

Merateľné ukazovatele napĺňania cieľa 
Measurable indicators of fulfilment of the objective   

 
Rok  
Year 
R - 3 

Rok 
Year  
R - 2 

Rok 
Year 
R-1 

Rok  
Year 

R  

Rok 
Year  
R+1 

Rok 
Year 
R+2 

Rok  
Year 
R+3 

Názov 
ukazovateľa  
Indicator 

Typ 
Type 

Merná 
jednotka 

Measurem
ent unit 

Báza 
Basis 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Plán 
Plan - - - 88 - - - % 

Vybavených 
podaní 
% of handled 
claims 

Výstup 
Output 

%  Skutoč-
nosť 

Reality 
- - - 97   

 

 
Evaluation 
 
Fulfilment of the indicator is in accordance with the plan and represents 110,2%. 

Working out of the standpoints concerning documents which characterized the postal 
services market in large and international continuity and standpoints concerning form and 



 

content of business activities on the postal market were necessary. The changes in the 
registration of postal companies were realized. In other group of claims there were claims 
related to parameters of the public postal network and to approval of postal terms and 
conditions of the universal service provider. In total, 33 claims which did not require 
participation of other body were handled. 

Objective No. 2: To obtain determined percent of handled claims which do not require 
participation of other body in time limit of 30 days from total number of claims received from 
inhabitants, physical and legal persons, with the aim to ensure more effective execution of 
state administration in the area of state regulation of postal services and state supervision over 
the postal service market. 
 

Merateľné ukazovatele napĺňania cieľa 
Measurable indicators of fulfilment of the objective 

 
Rok  
Year 
R - 3 

Rok 
Year  
R - 2 

Rok 
Year 
R-1 

Rok  
Year 

R  

Rok 
Year  
R+1 

Rok 
Year 
R+2 

Rok  
Year 
R+3 

Názov 
ukazovateľa  
Indicator 

Typ 
Type  

Merná 
jednotka 
Measure
ment 
unit 

Báza 
Basis 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Plán 
Plan 

85 90 95 95 95 95 95 
% 
Vybavených 
podaní 
% of 
handled 
claims 

Výstup 
Output 

%  
Skutoč. 
Reality 

88,7  97 98   

 

   
Evaluation  
 
Fulfilment of the indicator is in accordance with the plan and represents 103,5%. 

Objective is fulfilled above the determined level, i.e. 98% of the claims received which 
did not require participation of other body are handled in time limit of 30 days. Data 
concerning handled claims are published on internet page of the Office and once a year in the 
annual report of the Office. Number of claim which did not require participation of other body 
was 105. 

Objective No. 3: To realize determined number of statistical data collections and evaluations 
of the level of postal services quality with the aim to provide quality information for needs of 
state regulation of postal services and state supervision over the postal service market. 

 
Merateľné ukazovatele napĺňania cieľa 

Measurable indicators of fulfilment of the objective 

 
Rok  
Year 
R - 3 

Rok 
Year  
R - 2 

Rok 
Year 
R-1 

Rok  
Year 

R  

Rok 
Year  
R+1 

Rok 
Year 
R+2 

Rok  
Year 
R+3 

Názov 
ukazovateľa  
Indicator 

Typ 
Type  

Merná 
jednotka 
Measure
ment 
unit 

Báza 
Basis 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Plán 
Plan 

- - 12 17 - - - 
Počet 
štatistických 
zisťovaní 
a hodnotení 
Number of 
statistical 
data 
collection 

Výstup 
Output 

Počet 
Number  

Skutoč. 
Reality 

- - 12 17   

 

 



 

Evaluation 
 
Statistical data collection was realized in determined extent and time limit. 

State statistical data collection in the postal area was provided in accordance with the 
Program of state statistical data collection in 2004 – 2006. It is executed with biannual 
periodicity. There were 37 statistical statements submitted, about 200 indicators concerning 
postal network, postal services and postal payment service, quality of the universal service, 
financial indicators of postal services and postal payment service are monitored. 

During the year the measurement of quality of provided postal services was realized in 
connection with evaluation of fulfilment of Requirements for the quality of the universal 
service. Accent is put on results of the measurement of satisfaction of customers with 
provided postal services.  

 
Close 

 
Amount of the budget of the Office for 2006 represented 11 853 thousands SKK, 

separated into current expenditures 10 128 thousands SKK and capital expenditures 1 725 
thousands SKK. The budget was spend on 95,53%, which represents total volume of  
11 324 thousands SKK and 529 thousands SKK was not spend.  

Comparison of real expenditures in 2006 and planed ones is shown in following graph:  
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Expenditures 2006 (in SKK)
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4. Human Resources  
 

Systemisation 
 
In 2006 number of establishment posts in the Postal Regulatory Office was 19. On 31st 

December 2006, there were 17 employees in natural persons. Average registered calculated 
number of employees was 18,5. One civil servant finished his civil service employment on 30 
January 2005. One public administration post was free on 31st December 2006 and one civil 



 

service post was free after recall at own request of the chairman of the Office from 10 October 
2006.  

On 31st December 2006 the structure of state employees according to the kind of state 
service was: 

- temporary civil service:  1 employee, 
- permanent civil service:  14 employees. 

 
The Office disposes skilled employees satisfying the requirements for education. 

Average age of employees was 49,47 years. 

Structure of employees considering sex, education, type of tasks and age is stated in 
following table:  

Štruktúra zamestnancov k 31.12.20006 
Structure of employees up to 31. 12. 2006 

 
   

Ukazovateľ/Indicator  Plán/Plan  Skutočnosť 
Reality 

Plnenie v % 
Fulfilment in %  

  Počet zamestnancov (priemerný prepočítaný) 
  Number of employees (average calculated) 

19 18,2 95,79 

  Stav k 31.12.2006 vo fyz. osobách 
  Number of employees on 31.12.2006 physical  persons 

19 17 89,47 

  v tom: muži 
  in it:   men 

- 5 29,41 

             ženy 
  women - 12 70,59 

  v tom: VŠ vzdelanie II. Stupňa 
  in it:    university graduated 

16 15 88,24 

             USO vzdelanie 
full secondary education 

3 2 11,76 

  v tom: štátna služba 
  in it:   civil service 

16 15 88,24 

             verejná služba 
             public administration service 

3 2 11,76 

  v tom / in it:   do 30 r. - 1 5,88 
31 r. - 35 r. - 0 0,00 

           36 r. - 40 r. - 1 5,88 
           41 r. - 45 r. - 1 5,88 
           45 r. - 50 r - 4 23,53 
           51 r. - 55 r. - 8  47,06 
           56 r. - 60 r. - 2   11,76 

61 r. – 65r. - 0   0 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

Personal capability of the Office departments 
 
Overview of number of employees in individual divisions on 31 December 2006 is done 

in the following table.  
 

Počet zamestnaneckých miest podľa útvarov 
Number of employees places according to departments 

 
   

Útvar/ Department Plán/Plan 
Skutočnosť 

Reality 
Kancelária predsedu a medzinárodnej spolupráce 
Office of chairman and international cooperation 

1 1 

Referát právny a kontroly 
Department of law and control 

1 1 

Osobný úrad 
Personal office 

1 1 

Odbor regulácie 
Department of regulation 

12 11 

Odbor ekonomiky a správy 
Department of economy and administration 

4 3 

Spolu 
Total 

19 17 

 

Počet zamestnaneckých miest podľa útvarov  
Structure of employees according to departments

6% 6%
6%

64%

18%

Kancelária predsedu a medzinárodnej spolupráce / Office of chairman and international cooperation

Referát právny a kontroly / Departement of law and control

Osobný úrad / Personal office

Odbor regulácie / Departement of regulation

Odbor ekonomiky a správy / Departement of economy and administration

 
 
Hours worked  

 
Employees of the Office in 2006 worked 30 348,25 hours. In comparison with the year 

2005 the sickness absence repeatedly went down. In accordance with the Act No. 312/2001 



 

Coll. on Civil service, 912 hours were provided for deepening of qualification of civil 
servants.  

Prehľad o využití pracovného/služobného času 
Overview of working time utilisation 

   
2005 2006 Index Ukazovateľ 

Indicator hod. 
 hours % 

dní 
days 

hod. 
hours % r.2005=100% 

Fond pracovnej doby  
Working time fund 

34 428,00 100,00 - 35 385,00 100,00 - 

v tom: odpracované  
in it:  worked 

29572,25 85,90 - 30 348,25 85,77 102,62 

neodpracované 
not worked 

4 855,75 14,10 - 5 036,75 - 103,72 

          v tom: služobné voľno (kvalif. skúšky) 
in it:    service leave (qualification  

exams) 
  0 0 5,00         37,50 0,11 - 

                     služobné voľno (prehlbovanie 
kvalif.) 
service leave 
deepening of qualification 

745,00 2,16 - 912,00 2,58 122,42 

                     dovolenka 
 holidays 

3 683,00 10,70 515,50 3 866,25 10,93 104,98 

                      prekážky 
obstacles 

100,00 0,29 - 126,50 0,36 126,50 

                     práceneschopnosť 
sickness absence 

315,00 0,91 12,00 90,00 0,25 28,57 

iné 
other 

12,75 0,04 - 4,50 0,01 - 

Práca nadčas 1)  
Overtime work 1) 

135,25 - - 56,25 - 41,59 

1)  následne poskytnuté náhradné voľno / compensatory leave provided afterwards 
 
The Office in 2006 had concluded 4 agreements on job performance for 168 hours for 

lector activities and for the purpose of provision of furniture moving and cleaning after 
reconstruction. 

Paid leave was provided to employee to the extent of 5 or 6 weeks in accordance with 
Company Collective Agreements for year 2006. Overview includes paid leave no taken in 
2005. From total number of 684 days of paid leave there were 515,5 days taken, and 28,5 
days were refund because of termination of civil service. 
 

Staff education 
 
The education of the Office staffs was in 2006 realised on the base of education plan, 

which had reflected educational needs of staff and targets of the Office. Deepening of 
qualification was realised by collective or team education forms that were ensured and 
financed by the Service Office.  

Attention was given to special education of employees with the aim to receive required 
level of expert knowledge and skills for qualitative fulfilment of service tasks – all civil 
servants took part in internal training concerning the act on administrative proceedings. Office 
provided also language education of civil servants which was held on working place, finished 
education to obtain certificate ECDL (European Computer Driving Licence) and realized 



 

training of communication skills. In total, 36 education activities were realized (5 were 
realized by internal training).  

The paid time-off for deepening of qualification, together 912 hours, were provided for 
civil servants and it is in average 8,7 service days per employee. Total expenses on education 
represented 78 584 SKK. 
 

Assessments of civil servants 
 

In 2006 the assessments of civil servants was executed in accordance with provisions of 
§ 48 par. 1 of the Act No. 312/2001 Coll. on Civil service as amended. On 31st December 
2006 twelve civil servants were evaluated.  

A civil service performance of civil servants was evaluated especially from the aspects: 

- performance of written instruction of superior officer on service tasks, 
- overall performance and contribution to the Service Office, consisting chiefly of 

correctness, timeliness, independence and initiative in performance of the tasks resulting 
from the performance of civil service or connected with the performance of civil service, 

- adherence to the Code of Ethics and service discipline. 

 

5. Goals of the Postal Office and outline of their fulfilment  
 

The Postal Regulatory Office has operated its activity first of all by the Act on Postal 
services No. 507/2001 Coll. as amended and by approved statute of the Office. 

The goals of the Office results from its mission, that is specified first of all by the Act 
No. 507/2001 Coll. on Postal services as amended and by approved statute. These activities 
are executed for provision of state regulation of postal services and for state supervision over 
postal services. The main tasks of the professional operation of the Office were oriented to the 
support of creation the conditions for providing of the qualitative postal services with accent 
on the universal service which should be accessible to everybody in determined quality, under 
the same conditions and at affordable prices. The role of the Office is to act by the way 
bringing the satisfaction of postal customers, insuring further development and utilising of the 
universal service and promoting the creation of competitive atmosphere. The realisation of 
these tasks must be in such extent and form, that they insure setting-out the effectiveness and 
efficiency at postal service providers. 

The main goals of the Office in 2006 were concentrated and fulfilled in the following 
areas: 

• regulation of postal services market, postal payment service and postal charges, 
• provision of state supervision over postal services provision, 
• improving the conditions (professional, economic-administrative and personal) for 

fulfilment of the tasks resulting from mission of the Office. 

The main target of the Office in 2006 in the area of regulation of the postal services 
market and postal charges was: 

• control of application of issued regulative decisions, 
• updating of regulative decisions issued in previous years, 
• continuity in specification of places without delivery service in the Slovak Republic, 



 

• provision of non redistribution of expenses and revenues between regulated and 
unregulated postal services by the way of control and independent audit of costing 
model, 

• regulation of prices of universal service according to the economically approved costs at 
provision of preservation of customer, economic stability and competitiveness of 
universal service provider, 

• making of transparent tariff system of universal service provider from the view of the 
manner of universal service pricing and of postal payment service and transparency of 
discounts. 

In the area of execution of state supervision, the goal was the sequential filling of 
recommendations of Directive 97/67/EC and amending Directive 2002/39/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council in the intensive co-operation with universal service 
provider and with stress on: 

• extent and quality of the universal service, 
• quality of handling of complaints, petitions and other initiatives with accent on 

complexity, consequentiality, precision and timeliness, 
• monitoring of postal service market development with the aim to keep fair and 

competitive environment on postal market and present the interests of customers, 
• assurance of keeping the separate  revenue accounting system for universal service and 

for other postal and non-postal services and prevention of cross subsidisation, 
• creation of harmonised market environment by support of regulation the 

implementation of the European standards, making conditions for measurement and 
comparing the postal service quality within EU,  

• supervision over realisation of quality measurement of postal services in purviews in 
terms of principal recommendations of standards, needs of society and requirements of 
customers, 

• precision of the statistical data collection with the aim to obtain data about postal 
activities of postal companies, that shall enable to make global or partial analyse of 
postal market in domestic and international criteria.    

In the field of enhancement of conditions for achievement the tasks following from 
mission of the Office, the tasks were oriented to the area of personal equipment, financial 
assurance of activities and assurance of organisational and administrative needs of the Office: 

• within the fastening of autonomy needed for realisation of regulatory decisions, the 
Office participated in the proposals of institutional set-up solutions and financing of the 
Office, 

• realization of the works on enhancement of working background by concentration of the 
staffs of the Office to one building,  

• continuing to gradual equipment of the Office by compatible computer technique, 
• assurance of improvement of language knowledge of the state employees, 
• with the aim to assure the functions of the Office, several modifications of internal 

directives were made to compensate unsatisfactory budget resources of the Office,  
• the presentation of regulatory decisions and theirs reasoning with the aim to ensure this 

system as a regular output of the Office activity, 
• presentation of the liability in action and economy through the report for keeper of the 

budgetary chapter, through the annual report and the public deduction towards the 
general public. 



 

With the aim to improve the quality of the activities of the Office implementation of the 
model CAF in the Postal Regulatory Office was realised in 2006. It is the tool of “self 
assessment” in the area of the public administration.  

 
 
6. Evaluation and analysis of development of the organisation  
 

The main aims of the Postal Regulatory Office and partial evaluation of its activity in 
previous chapters show, that mission of the Office is regulation in the economic area as a 
component role of the state and at the same time the Office carries out all-society interest by 
setting out the conditions and by controlling the fulfilment of them at price accessible 
universal service, i.e. on the same level ensured on the whole territory of the SR. From the 
reason that the Office in the framework of the state supervision protects the priorities of the 
wide public it is natural that the state ensures also the financing of the Office activities from 
the state budget. Using of other resources (for example from regulated subjects) could 
influence the independence of the regulator. In addition the financing from the licence and 
registration fees is in reality the financing from the state budget revenues and does not have 
the positive influence on the state budget.  

The Postal Regulatory Office, in the framework of its competencies, has a right to 
control fulfilment of the specified conditions of postal services provision and it represents the 
authority in the area of the regulation and the supervision on the postal market.  

The attained results in operating of the Postal Regulatory Office during its existence, but 
especially in evaluated period of the year 2005 indicate the gradual establishment of the 
Office as regulatory authority on the postal market from point of view of the business entities 
and especially as the authority able to protect the interests of postal service users, especially in 
relation to the universal service provider, i.e. the Slovak Post, joint-stock company. For 
assurance of main tasks the plan of main tasks was worked up and realised and for assurance 
of the supplementary and other activities the operative and long-time measures were adopted 
both in the area of concrete tasks and economic. On the basis of experiences from the Office 
activities it is possible to introduce these summaries of evaluation of the contribution of the 
Office for citizens, companies and state administration: 

• The Postal Regulatory Office fulfils its mission in the area of the state regulation and 
realises the tasks concerning state regulation following from the act on postal services in 
full extent. It means that in the past year it issued or amended decisions which are the 
content of the state regulation. It was particularly the postal licence and registrations as 
well as decisions concerning the scope of the universal service provision and the postal 
payment service. These decisions adjusted operating conditions of the postal operators 
on the postal market of the Slovak Republic, relations of the postal operators towards 
users of their services from point of view of the quality attributes and at the universal 
service provider from point of view of the prices of the services which are the part of the 
licence proceeding.  

• In the area of the state supervision the Postal Regulatory Office ensures the full range 
tasks concerning ordering to remove the ascertained deficiencies, stopping the activities 
which are not conform to the act on postal services and issued authorisations as well as 
charging penalties for administrative offences and negotiate the misfeasance. Tasks of 
the state supervision connected with control of the conditions of provision of postal 
services and of the universal service in the extent according to the possibilities, i.e. 
finances accorded from the state budget for this purpose.    



 

• State supervision dealt with resolving problems, handling complaints and petitions of 
citizens caused by dissatisfaction with provided postal services which by their contents 
fall under competence of the Postal Regulatory Office. Especially in the area of the 
universal service the growth of mentioned activities was recorded. 

• With the aim to ensure collaboration with the universal service provider in the process 
of handling complaints and petitions in the time limits determined by the act and to 
ensure the necessary measurement of the quality level of the provided services etc., the 
systems of the mutual communication, continuing implementation of the standards EN 
13850 and EN 14012 were solved during the working meetings with representatives of 
the universal service provider. 

• In spite of legislative support and activities of the Postal Regulatory Office concerning 
the growth of healthy competition on the postal market with the aim to create conditions 
for wider scope of provided services, higher quality and  lower prices of the individual 
services caused by pressure of the competition, gradual, relatively slow development of 
the postal market is recorded. However, the growth of the competition pressure in the 
similar areas of the enterprising which do not fulfil all attributes of the postal services is 
noticed. 

• Quality and level of the executed activities is determined by the professional level of the 
employees, which structure and qualification is systematically improved, as well as by 
the level of material provision, where the gradual amelioration was recorded too.  

• Activity of the Office is marked in negative way by the various proposals of amendment 
of the legislation in the state administration area, but also in the area of the postal 
services regulation. In spite of our recommendations resulting from experiences with 
postal services regulation the amendment of the act on postal services in 2004 did not 
solved all existing problems in the area of postal services regulation.   

Activity of the Postal Regulatory Office is influenced by relatively few institutions. 
Maybe decisions and recommendations at the international level coming from the European 
Commission, UPU and CERP have the most important influence on the activities of the 
Office.  At the national level it is especially MTPT SR which is responsible for legislation 
concerning the regulation of the postal market, for postal policy and conception of postal 
services development in the Slovak Republic. At the lower level the activity of the Office is 
influenced by activities of the other legal entities like the universal service provider, i.e. 
Slovak post, joint-stock company, other registered postal operators, but also the Statistical 
Office of the Slovak Republic and CEN. 

The base of the analysis of the relation between activities which the Office executes and 
resources which are at its disposal are the data indicated in the table on the page 27. These 
data allow comparing expenses on individual activities realised by the Office during the year 
2006. It is information concerning expenses on basic activities. However, to evaluate the 
efficiency of the expenses on individual activities is more complicated task, because the 
activities are very often incomparable. Some activities are more routine, other need more 
study before their realisation or decision and other need much more responsible approach 
especially from point of view of possible legal consequences.  

Details concerning the activities of the Postal Regulatory Office in 2006 in the area of 
the state regulation and state supervision are described in chapter “Activities of the Postal 
Regulatory Office” and the chapter “Budget of the organisation” informs about the results of 
the annual budgetary management. We can say that the basis of the financing is the state 
budget and the revenues of the Office are negligible. In EU there are examples, where the 



 

postal regulatory authorities are financed by contributions of the regulated entities. Rightness 
of this method is controversial, and the Postal Regulatory Office is not against this solution, 
but for its application in the Slovak Republic modification of the legislative would be 
necessary.  

Results from the analysis show that the regulation need not be purely interventional. Its 
objectives should be oriented: 

• to protect and defend customers or more precisely customer interests; 
• to harmonize relation between postal operators; 
• to uphold government obligation and promote postal market development. 

To this end, we should try to shape the regulatory function and include there certain 
basic features enabling to fully accomplish its mission. 

 
Authority - Legally established, with powers to fully accomplish its mission. 
Legallity - Regulatory nature recognized by all corresponding stakeholders. 
Independence - No ties to any special interests, to act in customer’s interest. 
Autonomy - Full decision-making authority. 
Capacity - Appropriate physical and technical conditions for discharging its 

responsibilities. 
Vitality - Timely action and decision making. 
Transparency - Widespread knowledge of its actions and decisions. 
Financing - Economical and financial independence. 

 

 
Results emerging from the analysis of the development of the Postal Regulatory 

Office during the year 2006 
 

• To participate in preparation of the third postal directive. 

• To initiate and participate in amendment of legislation, which creates the liberalised 
competitive background on the postal market, creates legislation protecting interests of 
the customers and allows quality fulfilment of the mission, functions and tasks of the 
Postal Regulatory Office. 

• To continue the growth of informativeness of the public concerning decisions and 
activities of the Postal Regulatory Office. In spite of steps, which were effected towards 
transparency of the decisions of the Office it will be necessary to broaden information 
concerning the activities of the Office even in state-wide media.   

• Resources and structures are the part, which causes most problems within the Office, 
which can have negative impact outwardly. This problem outstays from the rise of the 
Office and it is related with the fact that competencies were delegated to other subjects. 
Solving of this problem depends on sufficient finance resources to cover the wage fund, 
and on other management and dislocation problems which have to be currently settled 
by the Office. Also other resources are limited and some activities in the area of the state 
supervision, quality measurement and international relations are realised only up to level 
of the resources accorded. That’s why searching of the appropriate structure and of the 
resources for superior operation of the Office is still one of the preference tasks of the 
future period.  



 

• From point of view of responsibility some deficiencies concerning organisation 
structure, which are caused by limited resources, are venture. The task of gradual 
education will be still actual too, especially concerning professional competencies and 
level of communication skills. 

• Increase of activities on international level with the aim to participate in transformation 
of rules concerning the European postal market for purpose to promote the national 
interests.  
 
 

7. The main groups of the Postal Office outputs users  
 

The outputs of the Office are assigned for the following groups of users: 

a) General authorisation – all legal and natural persons with interest to provide postal 
services, 

b) Decision on granting the Postal license and amending of the postal conditions – all 
postal companies with interest to provide the universal postal service, and users of the 
universal postal services, 

c) Decision on registration – all postal companies with interest to provide postal services 
which are subject of registration,  

d) Decisions on price regulation – the universal service provider, wide public as users of 
the universal postal service,  

e) State supervision over the postal market service – postal service providers from point of 
view of correct competition on the postal services market, users of postal services from 
point of view of protection of their user’s interest. 

                                                                                                  
 
 

 
 
 
 


